Completing Pattern

Determine which letter best completes the pattern.

1) [Images of food items: hamburger, hot dog, drink, French fries, hamburger]
   A. hamburger  B. hot dog  C. drink  D. French fries
   Answer: C

2) [Images of office supplies: paper clip, pencil, eraser, paper clip, pencil, eraser, paper clip]
   A. pencil  B. eraser  C. paper clip  D. pencil
   Answer: B

3) [Images of sports balls: football, baseball, basketball, baseball, football, baseball]
   A. football  B. baseball  C. basketball  D. basketball
   Answer: B

4) [Images of musical instruments: drums, guitar, flute, guitar, flute, guitar]
   A. flute  B. drums  C. guitar  D. flute
   Answer: A

5) [Images of hats: baseball cap, cowboy hat, top hat, baseball cap, cowboy hat, baseball cap]
   A. baseball cap  B. cowboy hat  C. top hat  D. cowboy hat
   Answer: D
Completing Pattern

Determine which letter best completes the pattern.

1) A.  B.  C.  D.  
   A.  B.  C.  D.  

2) A.  B.  C.  D.  
   A.  B.  C.  D.  

3) A.  B.  C.  D.  
   A.  B.  C.  D.  

4) A.  B.  C.  D.  
   A.  B.  C.  D.  

5) A.  B.  C.  D.  
   A.  B.  C.  D.  

Answers:
1. C  
2. B  
3. D  
4. B  
5. C